Minutes of the Newtown Residents’ Association Meeting
Monday 17 August 2020 via Zoom at 7:35
Present: Rhona Carson (Chair), Steve Cosgrove(Zoom host, minutes), Anna Kemble Welch, Martin Hanley, Lili
Tuioti, Warwick Taylor, Glen-Marie Burns, James Fraser, India Korner, Greg Nicholls, Mark Johnston, Sam
Somers, Michelle Wolland, Marion Leighton, Seini Talainaivalu, Jan Gould, Graeme Carroll, Adaire Hannah, Don
McDonald, Steve Dunn, Jane Patterson, James Coyle, Vanessa Rushton, Peter Frater, Carol Comber, Dom
Shaheen (advisor to Paul Eagle), Cr Iona Pannett (WCC Urban Development portfolio) , Cr Laurie Foon, Cr Fleur
Fitzsimons .
Apologies: Jared Corston, Paul Eagle.
Rhona welcomed everyone, particularly Councillors Iona Pannett, Fleur Fitzsimons and Laurie Foon
Notices:
Newtown Residents’ Association AGM is 21st September - next meeting.
Meet the Candidates meeting will be moving - date to be confirmed. [since the meeting, confirmed for 24th
September.]
The topic of this meeting is the WCC Consultation on Planning for Growth and the Draft Spatial Plan.,
and what it means for Newtown.
Iona Pannett intrduced the topic• Council plans to accommodate 50000 - 80000 more people by 2040.
• Draft Spatial Plan is a response.
o Growth: Sustainable, resilient
• Inner suburbs are particularly affected, particularly Newtown as it is a transport thoroughfare.
• Iona described the map of the inner city suburbs, showing the proposal to define different areas, with
different degrees of character protection and different permitted building heights. Rhona shared a copy
of it (reproduced at the end of these minutes). The biggest area allows demolition without consent, and
buildings of 6 storeys.
• It was particularly interesting that building between 4 to 6 stories would become normal in most of
Newtown if the proposals are adopted unchanged.
Martin Hanley and Anna Kemble Welch have been looking at and discussing the plans, and on Saturday went
for a walk around Newtown with Mayor Andy Foster, Cr Fleur Fitzsimons and Cr Laurie Foon, and James Coyle,
Vanessa Rushton and Sean O’Brien.
Rhona asked Anna and Martin to outline their reactions to the plans:
• Totally support the concept of getting more housing in Newtown. The Newtown Residents’ Association
has a history of supporting intensified growth along Adelaide Rd and Riddiford St, and this could be
extended to other suitable sites.
• However there are serious reservations about these current poposals, which remove protections from
most of Newtown.
• When buildings are appropriate to the environment they can easily go to 4 to 6 stories. Regent Park
Apartments (Regent Street) was used as an example, the Newtown Park Flats in Mansfield St are
another.
• The Hausmann Buidings in Paris are well regarded and some are 6 storey blocks. These are successful
because they form a coherent whole, lining wide boulevards. They don’t shade their neighbours.
• However six storey buildings scattered in the middle of one and two storey homes will shade the
neighbours. The loss of sun from a building is devastating for the residents.
• Martin related examples of developments from the 1970s, when high rise blocks were built among
existing homes in Te Aro and had a very negative effect on the surrounding community. There was also

•

a proposal for allowing 4 storey buidings in Newtown back in 2008, less extensive than this one, which
met significant opposition and didn’t proceed.
The plan needs to be more specific about heights appropriate to specific areas.

There was general discussion about a range of issues around the plan. There were dismayed reactions from
residents about the effect 6 storey developments would have on their homes, and concern for those who are in
the process of expensive renovations.
There was uncertainty about whether the height limit would be ‘at least 6 storeys’ in the area for type 4
development or ‘up to 6 storeys.’ Both wordings are used at different times. This needs clarification.
There was a question about whether the proposed developments would result in affordable homes. Warwick
suggested that WCC could build more homes. There were postive responses from the Councillors; partnerships
with the Government have been discussed.
The apartment buiding at Mary Potter Hospice was mentioned. This is out of keeping with the character of the
area but was permitted because the site was designated a Special Housing Area, so it wasn’t subject to the
ordinary planning rules. The protests from the neighbours led to some modifications, eg stepping back, but it is
still likely to affect the neighbours with increased shading.
Mark Johnston asked about the plans for transport that go inline with this plan. More people but no
improvements in transport could cause chaos. Cr Iona commented that mass transit and cycle lanes are being
planned.
Anna showed screen shots taken from the WCC video “Planning for Growth – Inner Suburbs”, one showing
sketches of tall buidings popping up among Newtown houses, and another with solar panels added to some
existing low rise buildings. There were sceptical comments about the latter – that 6 storey buidings would stop
the sun getting to panels on buildings like these. These screen shots are copied at the end of these minutes, and
the vidoes can be seen here- https://planningforgrowth.wellington.govt.nz/resources1/video-library
It was suggested that instead of a blanket permission for these developments across most of Newtown their
introduction could be phased. The main streets – eg Adelaide Rd and Riddiford St – could be developed first.
This could turn out to provide enough housing to meet the need. It would also be easier to make the necessary
improvements to infrastructure if the development area was more restricted.
Cr Fleur countered this, saying that having a restricted range of main street properties available for
development would mean that these became very expensive and the resulting homes would cost too much.
There were questions about what provisions there would be to protect existing houses, eg stepping back,
considering sun and shading. The answer from Cr Iona was that these would need to be considered when the
District Plan Rules and Design Guides are worked on after the Spatial Plan has been agreed. Design controls
would look at things like bulk, site coverage, whether it fitted with the neighbourhood, access to sunlight etc.
Martin noted that personnel change, and those who implement the District Plan later are not those who design
the Spatial Plan today.
Martin also commented that there is a lot in the Planning for Growth documents about green spaces, and asked
about how these would be provided in Newtown. Our main neighbourhood park is Carrara Park, but with
these plans it could end up surrounded by 6 storey developments and completely shaded.
The National Policy Statement on Urban Development came out recently, and has added to the parameters
around the Spatial Plan. https://www.mfe.govt.nz/about-national-policy-statement-urban-development.
There were queries about the sources of information that have projected such a large growth in the Wellington
population – the answer being “Statistics”. It was suggested that future trends may not match these pre-covid
expectations.
A resident spoke of Ponsonby and Grey Lynn as examples of gentrification to be avoided, as those areas became
more affluent and lost their previous diversity.

Iona suggested there are a lot of tools available for the Council to protect the diversity of an area.
Final words.
Rhona said that after returning to level 1, but before the submission period ends, she would like to have an in
person public meeting about this, where we could discuss and perhaps workshop different options.
Martin encouraged everyone to submit, including positive feedback on ways that more housing can be supplied
in Newtown. If we just say no to everything, we could well be ignored.
Cr Laurie thanked everyone for turning up and sharing the values we want to retain in Newtown.
Cr Fleur thanked everyone too. She reflected on the position of renters, who might not have a strong voice in
the conversation.
Cr Iona also thanked people for coming. She expressed confidence that we can find a solution that suits
everyone.
Meeting finished at 9:05.
There was a regular stream of written comments, questions and answers on ‘chat’ as well as the verbal
discussion. Here are some extracts that were written and didn’t get discussed:
19:48:24

From Jan Gould : My concern is that it is still a bit haphazard - in that when a development is
already decided on, we can still get something that looks like east Berlin.

19:50:47

From Michelle W : there was a water issue with the land at Regent Park - huge drainage

20:06:23

From vanessa rushton : I read the proposed changes as turning Newtown into a city. What
planning can we expect from Council to ensure that Newtown City is designed to a high quality
that it’s residents in 50 years will be proud of? We’ve noticed that some developments are
pretty low quality in recent years.
From Cr Iona Pannett : Fair question Vanessa, the design guides will need to be very strong.
From vanessa rushton : What input can residents have into design guides?
From Cr Iona Pannett : These design guides will be part of the District Plan consultation. At the
moment we need to develop the Spatial Plan, then the District Plan. Keen to engage with
residents on design guides.
From lauriefoon : Vanessa - I have asked what we can influence- There hasn’t been a response
yet. I’ll ask again.

20:06:50
20:07:28
20:08:09
20:08:36
20:08:48
20:09:30
20:10:08
20:12:23
20:12:45
20:13:21

20:14:36
20:15:36
20:15:38

From Sam Somers : What provision will be put in for people like Mel who are on Mobility
Scooters, along with cycle and walking
From Cr Iona Pannett : Accessible transport is a priority.
From Michelle W : why restrict to our suburbs if that is the case?
From Cr Iona Pannett : Development is planned for most parts of the city, it is possible to
develop more housing and keep character as I have said, big buildings do need to be sited
appropriately.
From Warwick Taylor : Quite right, Iona.
From Steve Cosgrove : Another question is around technology used to justify a building. We
have sunlight projections for the flats over the road from us. Projections say we won't lose sun,
winter photos show we do lose some. (Not a lot, but the point is there.)
From Michelle W : confused ..isn't this plan a phasing scenario ….therefore should it be
applicable to all suburbs?
From Cr Iona Pannett : Yes a phased approach will apply to all burbs, we need to figure out
how, tell us how!
From James Fraser : If we don’t have phasing developers will build in Daniell St instead of
Adelaide Rd because the land will be cheaper

20:20:51
20:21:17
20:21:23
20:21:57
20:24:43

From Steve Cosgrove : How does development of Adelaide Road leave room for light rail?
From Warwick Taylor : Put the light rail up the road:)
From Cr Iona Pannett : There will be enough room, housing belongs next to mass transit
From Steve Cosgrove : Yes - definitely agree with the principle @iona :-)
From Warwick Taylor : How can we define where we put what if we don't plan where the mass
transit will go?

20:28:51

From Cr Iona Pannett : Thanks for your question James, I think there is a bit of an issue of
allowing a lot of land to be zoned as it gives the 'market' quite a lot of control. Housing
shouldn't be about profit as a primary driver.
From Warwick Taylor : Maybe we need public participation in planning Newtown rather than
consultation on a District Plan.
From Jan Gould : There was nothing at all about design concepts in the draft Spatial Plan.
From Cr Iona Pannett : The design concepts will come through in the District Plan.

20:29:49
20:29:56
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20:33:22
20:33:27
20:33:46
20:34:20
20:35:06
20:35:39
20:36:49
20:37:44

From vanessarushton : How are you working with mana whenua on this spatial planning?
From Steve Cosgrove : Good question Vanessa!
From Cr Iona Pannett : Good question Vanessa, some consultation going on at the moment, we
have a lot to do to recognize the heritage of mana whenua and to ensure there is more space for
mana whenua to plan for their future.
From vanessarushton : Are you referring to Te Arawhiti Māori-Crown Relations Engagement
with Māori framework? I’d say this would have a large impact on mana whenua so would
require a much higher level of engagement than consultation (i.e. co-design, partnership,
empower).
From Cr Iona Pannett : Good point about Carrara Park Martin
From Michelle W : Well said Martin ..especially when we see housing going up now - edge to
edge and no vegetation and beautiful old trees being removed
From James Fraser : I would like to see Type 4 density areas marked on the map turned down
to Type 2 or 3 otherwise we will can kiss goodbye to the character of Newtown that we know
and love x
From Jan.Gould : How about WCC help resource 3D mock up of proposals put forward by Anna
and Martin who from our perspective bring tremendous experience and professional input for
Newtown.
From Anna Kemble Welch : Making land cheaper doesn't mean the housing will be cheaper the market is profit driven.
From Cr Iona Pannett : Yes some land in Newtown will be expensive as it is desirable to live
here.
From Anna Kemble Welch : I would really support WCC providing support and resources for
people wanting to engage in co-housing projects
From Cr Iona Pannett : Yes, that would be good but we also have to support all people
whatever kind of housing that they want. It is a tricky balance.

20:38:30

From Sam Somers : The other part of intensification is if people move in without cars, there
will be more delivery service vehicles going to the suburb

20:38:34
20:39:42

From Michelle W : would love to see Martin and Anna's plans
From Jan.Gould : Absolutely correct Martin, our concerns need to be on record right from the
start.
From Cr Iona Pannett : Yes I'm sure Anna and Martin could circulate their plan, helpful to have
some expert input here.

20:40:02
20:40:51
20:43:48

From Michelle W : are the houses currently listed as heritage buildings will they still be
protected
From Cr Iona Pannett : Formally listed heritage buildings are likely to stay, some more be
added but that will be consulted on. The significance of this plan though is that a lot of pre
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20:52:06
20:54:30

1930 character protection is being removed. It will be up to you to decide if we have the
balance right.
From James Fraser : Thanks Iona. How will we decide?
From Cr Iona Pannett : I don't think heritage is a luxury, We need to honour all parts of our
history whilst allowing for the heritage of the future.
From Marion Leighton : are the council considering building more council flats? and we need
more Kainga ora housing
From James Coyle : @marion there is huge potential for larger buildings between Daniell and
Owen close to the zoo, which is mostly council owned..
From Fleur Fitzsimons : Yes Marion, in fact there was a discussion at the last Residents
Association about Kainga Ora building new houses in Coromandel Street
From Marion Leighton : yes, but those are quite small fry and already causing nimbyism. need
to get over the parking issue
From Michelle W : how do we keep the city open to visitors ? and ensuring services are not
overloaded?
From Fleur Fitzsimons : agree that we need far more Marion!
From Cr Iona Pannett : Less parking means more housing!
From Michelle W : don't forget our essential workers
From Marion Leighton : yes, build houses in parking spaces....
From Steve Cosgrove : Roy St is limited to 3 stories - persumably to protect Newtown Park and
the Zoo?
From Cr Iona Pannett : Roy Street has quite intact character so is being protected. Minimum
car parking standards are being got rid of which will allow for more housing in multi-storey
buildings.

This is the legend that goes with the colour coded map of planned development on the next page.

Purple marks the area proposed for 6 storey developments.

The Planning for Growth vision of future development in Newtown - screen shots taken from the WCC video
“Planning for Growth – Inner Suburbs”. The videos can be seen herehttps://planningforgrowth.wellington.govt.nz/resources1/video-library

